Changing the future of concerts

Ground breaking innovation

Perfect acoustics anywhere & everywhere

aQtube™

perfect acoustics at any event

aQtube at the Eurovision Song Contest 2014, Copenhagen

Why does Flex Acoustics equal
excellent concert sound?
Hard robust surfaces reflect sound waves very well. If the
waves are not absorbed by anything in the hall, they will
keep bouncing around for a long time. The time it takes for
the sound to die out in a hall is called the reverberation
time.
It is a well known and scientifically proven fact, that what
makes a venue suitable for amplified music, is a short Low
Frequency reverberation time.
Contrary, a long Low Frequency reverberation time leads
to a muddy, undefined bass sound causing the well known
rumble - an overall lack of clarity and intelligibelity since:
* Amplified music usually is loud and syncopated at
low frequencies
* The audience does not absorp LF sound; actually
6 times less than High Frequency sound
* The directivity of loudspeakers is low at low
frequencies. Where HF sound is aimed at the
audience, who then absorbs it, LF sound spreads in
all directions thus creating many reflections
leading to a long and loud LF reverberation if not
absorbed.
Further, some degree of high frequency response of the
hall makes it easier for musicians to play dynamically and
thereby engage the audience in the incredible atmosphere
of great music. The curved shape of our products ensures a
beautifully scattered HF decay enveloping everybody in the
sound experience.
Both the aQtube and aQflex products comply with the
necessary fire and safety standards: European B –s1, d0,
and American ASTM E 84, NFPA 701 etc. The systems are CE
certified.
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An audience absorbs much more HF sound than LF sound
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RT in 10 best (lower line) vs 10 worst rated Danish venues for amplified music

aQflex™

any kind of acoustics at any time
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Estimated α of aQtube from real case measuements

First and only dedicated technology that
absorbs the crucial frequencies

The patented, inflatable aQtubes are mobile
temporarily installed bass- and mid-frequency sound
absorbers. Customized to fit any arena or concert
hall.
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This gives promoters unlimited freedom of choice of
venue. From forgotten factory plants, to excisting
concert halls. A Classical music concert halls can
within minutes be equipped to host massive rock
concerts at night ….with perfect sound! Unlike
anything seen before in acoustic control the aQtubes
even work in mid air not placed close to a surface.

* ON
* OFF
		
* OR

= inflated = short reverberation time
= pop, rock, electro, hip hop…
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Absorption coefficient of aQtubes close together

The Tubes are rigged and handled quickly and
effortlessly and take up little space when stowed
away in flightcases. They are easily inflated by a
micro-ventilator on each tube. aQtubes may for
instance be mounted horizontally on wires stretched
between trusses and raised towards the ceiling by
hoists. Or mounted vertically along side walls or in
mid air fitted directly to trusses.

The patented aQflex system adjusts the acoustics of
a hall at the push of a button, to instantly fit to the
type of music played. It is permanently installed in
the ceiling.
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aQtubes at Amsterdam Arena, June 2014, One Direction concerts.

Absorption coeff., α, of aQflex, in ON and
OFF positions. 80 cm between baffels

T30[s] in the ON and OFF positions
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= deflated = long reverberation time
= classical music genres
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= anything in between

Absorption coefficient of aQflex system in ON and OFF position
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Reverberation Times in a Danish music conervatory
w. aQflex ON/OFF. 1,2 m between baffles.

Many halls face the challenge of providing audience
and musicians, with the best possible sound
experience every night – and for every kind of music.
But various styles of music demand various acoustics.
Creating the need for altering the acoustics of the
hall accordingly. The aQflex variable acoustics
system is the only variable technology that truely
meets this need.

Instant acoustic adjustability
When active, the aQflex lowers the acoustic response
of a venue, clarifying and optimizing the desired
musical expression, and gives the audience and the
musicians the best possible sound experience.
When the system is deactivated it is invisible to
sound and should not be retracted away from the
ceiling.
aQflex can be installed above a sound transparent ceiling

aQflex has been appointed to the new Dubai Opera

”Eurovision 2014 took place in a 700.000 m3 former shipyard. The reverberation time in the 63-250 Hz octave bands was initially
11-13 sec. We installed 8000 m2 of aQtube and ended up with a reverberation time of 2,5 – 3,2 sec in these critical bands including
a 10.000 person audience.

I cannot think of any other material – at all – that would have been
able to do such a convincing job. I will recommend the prducts for both temporary and fixed room designs.”
			

Eddy Bøgh Brixen, consulting acoustics engineer, ESC 2014.

”Using aQtubes, we lowered RT by 25% in the 80 – 1.200 Hz domain for 50.000 One
Direction fans”
				
Niels Adelman-Larsen, external consultant, Amsterdam Arena, June 2014, One Direction concerts
”This is the first time ever we hear correct sub bass in the back of the venue”

Tim Oosterop, technical event manager at Amsterdam Arena, June 2014, One Direction concerts

“The aQtube solution performed even better than I had hoped for”

FOH Sound designer, ESC 2014, Tobias Berg

Flex Acoustics was founded based on the discovery of the,
under certain conditions, surprisingly high sound absorption
properties in inflated, flexible membrane structures. Flex
Acoustics is indirectly funded through investments by

The Danish Ministry of Science and Innovation, and major
enterprises such as Carlsberg and Novo. After some years of
research and development the certified products became
available in 2013.

Contact: Flex Acoustics, www.flexac.com, Phone: +45 4088 3723
THE TECHNOLOGY IS PATENTED

